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Chapter 1837 The Avenue Jane 

The most beautiful word in the world is probably called lost and found! 

Wiliam had already fallen into despair and guilt. 

But Grandpa’s awakening brought Wiliam an incomparable surprise! 

He actually kept a long live red flower for Wiliam! 

At the same time, it also opened up a road of redemption for Wiliam. 

Advertisement 

Everything is really beautiful! 

Lu Lingfeng looked at Wiliam and smiled more and more brightly, “You can take this long 

live red flower out of my mind now, I believe in you, there is a way.” 

Wiliam nodded heavily and bowed deeply towards Grandpa, “Grandpa, thank you!” 

A thousand words, not more than two words thank you. 

Advertisement 

“What are you thanking, silly boy. Long live Honghua is your child, and of course mine, and 

they are all family. Grandpa is more precious than you, Long live Honghua.” Lu Lingfeng 

touched Wiliam’s head. 

Wiliam regained his composure, and used his spiritual sense to explore grandpa’s brain. 

Grandpa hid this silver needle too well before, and Wiliam didn’t notice it at all. 

Until he probed into Grandpa’s brain carefully, Wiliam found this long live red flower in a 

very deep corner. 

https://t.me/theamazingsoninlaw


Wiliam burst into tears. 

“Come back, my child. Our fate is not over!” 

“Bah! Even if the fate is exhausted! Your father will continue it for you!” 

Wiliam’s consciousness slowly penetrated into this long live red flower. 

It’s like a father’s big rough hand touching the delicate and fragile skin of a baby. 

Advertisement 

Wiliam did his best to gently hold up this long live red flower. 

His consciousness felt it. 

He could even feel the spiritual consciousness contained in the long live safflower, beating 

and jumping slightly. 

Everything is instinctive. 

“Come back, my child.” Wiliam’s consciousness called softly, long live Honghua, slowly 

integrating into Wiliam’s consciousness. 

When Wiliam regained consciousness, he was already holding a long live red flower in his 

hand. 

Seeing this long live red flower, Wiliam had mixed feelings in his heart. 

The first thing he wants to do is to re-grow the safflower spirituality. 

Lu Lingfeng also smiled knowingly when he saw this long live red flower. 

He carefully told Wiliam the forging materials of Wanzai Honghua. 

In the world before them, on the Cang Python Continent, these materials might be 

extremely precious. 



But in this common land, these materials are not impossible to find. 

And what’s more important is Grandpa’s forging method and the ratio of these materials. 

That’s the point. 

Wiliam immediately called Liu Lang and Lin Jiang in. 

Hearing the materials that Wiliam needed, Liu Lang patted his chest and agreed, “Our sect 

should have all of them, and they are wrapped in me. I will contact them immediately and 

have someone bring them over.” 

“Thank you, big brother.” Wiliam said gratefully. 

But at this time, Lu Lingfeng said: “Ye’er, have you ever thought about it, in fact, you don’t 

need a million long live safflower, this one is enough.” 

Wiliam was stunned for a moment and looked at his grandfather blankly. 

Lu Lingfeng sighed: “The reason why I forged a hundred silver needles is because our realm 

was relatively low at that time, and we needed to win with physical quantity. Needle. But 

now the situation is completely different 

Wiliam’s thoughts were instantly opened by his grandfather. 

“Now, you have the strength of Nirvana Realm. A silver needle is enough to transform 

thousands of dharmas, whether it is to fight the enemy or to cure diseases, you can do it. 

Moreover, the Dao is simple, and it is simple and simple. You let the silver needle evolve 

again and again before, didn’t you end up forming the silver needle image in units of one?” 

Lu Lingfeng continued. 

Wiliam nodded immediately, “Yes! That’s true!” 

Evolving to the back, the Long Live Demon Lotus basically exists within Wiliam’s body in the 

form of a lotus. 

When Wiliam thought about it, the lotus flower turned into thousands of silver needles, and 

it was no longer a problem. 



Now, what about a silver needle! 

With a single thought, the silver needle turns into an illusion, which is also a matter of 

course. 

Besides, even if it were a hundred silver needles, there would only be one artifact spirit born 

in the end. 

Wiliam had already recognized the ignorant child who was naked and smiling with tears in 

his heart. 

Road to simplicity! 

Grandpa broke the mystery in one sentence! 

One life two, two begets three, three begets all things! 

One is enough! 

“Grandpa, I understand!” Wiliam nodded heavily. 

“So, the most critical point now is how to make this safflower remnant return to its previous 

state, even stronger than before.” Lu Lingfeng is worthy of being an experienced person. Ye 

greatly saved a few weeks. 

“Those who warm and nourish the soul, I have a way. My soldier master can calm the soul, 

so that he can warm and nourish the soul.” Wiliam said directly. 

However, Lu Lingfeng shook his head and said: “First of all, your soldier master calms the 

soul, and nourishes the soul of life, and the spirit of the tool is a soul that is different from 

life. Whether it can be conceived or not is a question. “ 

“Then, even if the tool spirit can be warmed, the time is estimated to be very slow. It can be 

as short as a few years, or as long as decades or hundreds of years. The tool spirit can 

recover. Can you wait?” 

Lu Lingfeng’s two questions once again revealed the key. 



Wiliam didn’t answer directly, but silently asked Chi You, the leader of the army, in his heart. 

The answer I got was that the soldier’s soul can warm up the spirit of the weapon, but the 

time is not fast. 

Wiliam frowned, lost in thought. 

“If you don’t rely on the soldier to control the soul, then there is still a way to find some 

treasures that can strengthen the soul…” Wiliam seemed to be muttering to himself. 

He originally had this kind of treasure from heaven and earth, but he gave it to the ancestor 

of Tianqing Qilin and Chi You. 

“However, with this idea, the factor of opportunity is too great, and I’m not sure. I don’t 

know when and when I can find this kind of thing.” Wiliam immediately denied this idea. In 

fact, if there is such a treasure, Must be extremely rare. 

It can be inferred from the fact that the monster has been busy for decades and can only 

find five treasures. 

“Hoho, Ye’er, haven’t you thought about it? This world is not as simple as you think. There 

are many sects, and there are some secret techniques! Don’t limit your thinking to some 

heavenly materials and earthly treasures.” Lu Ling Feng said with a smile. 

Wiliam’s head banged! 

He was woken up instantly! 

I got it! 

What does grandpa mean! 

If you let go of the soldier Chi You, let go of the treasures of heaven and earth! 

Well, there is another way! 

From the sect, from the point of view of the secret technique! 



There is a sect who is good at a kind of heaven-defying secret technique! 

Able to transform a thing into an artifact! 

No, in other words, it can transform this kind of thing into a material for a strong spirit! 

In an instant, Wiliam looked at Lin Jiang. 

At this time, Lin Jiang also happened to look at Wiliam. 

The eyes of both of them are shining! 

Almost out of my mouth! 

in unison! 

“The world is in control!” 

 


